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The Texas Nameplate Company (TNC) manufactures
and sells identification and information labels that are
put on refrigerators, oil field equipment, high-pressure
valves, trucks, computer equipment, and other products
made by its 1,000 customers. Located in Dallas, Texas,
the family-owned business is the smallest company
(with about 70 employees) ever to receive the Malcolm
Baldrige National Quality Award.

Company president and CEO Dale Crownover
and his seven top managers make up the Business Ex-
cellence Leadership Team. This team aligns the focus
of all employees with the company’s vision to “become
the recognized supplier of commercial nameplates in
the United States.” Each senior leader acts as a cham-
pion for one or more of the company’s seven key busi-
ness drivers (KBDs): customer satisfaction, employee
satisfaction, process optimization, environmental con-
sciousness, controlled growth, fair profit, and external
relations—including the quality and effectiveness of
TNC’s interactions with suppliers and the community. 

The seven KBDs form the nucleus of the com-
pany’s participatory strategic planning process. All em-
ployees are invited to submit proposals for new initia-
tives, which are evaluated for cost and their potential to
contribute to company goals set for each KBD. The re-
sulting strategic plan is depicted on a comprehensive,
easy-to-scan grid that integrates goals, action plans, 
targeted outcomes, and indicators. For each action
plan—currently totaling 96—initiatives, assigned lead-
ers, and 3-year goals are displayed. All employees review
progress monthly. Results of an employee survey pro-
vided the basis for the review process. Responses indi-
cated that workers wanted regular updates to give them
greater insight into production results and management
activities.

Organization processes and jobs are designed to al-
low flexibility so that employees can respond quickly to
customer requirements and changing business needs.
Customer-contact employees are empowered to resolve

customer complaints without consulting management.
Production employees are responsible for tailoring
processes to optimize contributions to company goals
and to meet team-set standards. To help workers iden-
tify opportunities for improvements, each process is
mapped in a flowchart, which includes requirements,
metrics, and cause-and-effect diagrams. To foster con-
tinuous learning, TNC uses a variety of training meth-
ods, supplemented by tuition reimbursement and other
“back-to-school” incentives.

Technology is key. A computer-aided design system
enables electronic transfer of artwork for nameplates,
helping reduce cycle time, and a local area network
(LAN) provides workers with immediate access to
process and business-related information, including
profiles of all TNC customers. The capabilities for data
interchange make it easy for customers to request
quotes and transmit purchase orders electronically.

To maintain its strong customer focus, TNC uses a
wide range of listening and learning practices to cap-
ture information from former, current, and potential
customers. For example, through its Customer Site
Visit program, a team of TNC employees visits cus-
tomer facilities to identify opportunities for improving
products and services. The results of these visits are
shared with everyone at TNC. In all customer contacts,
workers and managers are instructed to ask, “What else
could we be doing for you?” In addition, a “quick-
response” survey card accompanies each TNC ship-
ment, and an annual survey provides 70 different 
indicators of customer satisfaction.1

PREVIEW CASE

TEXAS NAMEPLATE COMPANY

For more information on the Texas Nameplate
Company, Inc., visit the company’s home page
at www.nameplate.com.



The underlying values, management principles, and strategic imperatives in the de-
sign or redesign of jobs are illustrated in the Preview Case. At Texas Nameplate Com-
pany, individual jobs are interwoven with a set of seven key business drivers, includ-
ing customer satisfaction, employee satisfaction, and process optimization. Job design
there is much more than defining tasks and responsibilities that are undertaken in iso-
lation. Unfortunately, the comprehensive integrated approach to designing jobs uti-
lized by TNC is not typical of most organizations.

In this chapter we first introduce job design by presenting a framework for de-
scribing and contrasting five job design approaches—two of which we discuss in
greater detail in the last two sections of the chapter. Next, we outline several linkages
between technology and job design. Then, we explain the job characteristics enrich-
ment model. Finally, we describe the sociotechnical systems model, the most complex
job design approach presented in this chapter. Job design at TNC draws on both the
sociotechnical systems and the job characteristics enrichment models.

We’ve emphasized the importance of effectively designed jobs in previous chap-
ters. For example, in Chapters 5 and 6 we presented the need to design jobs to give
individuals challenging goals and a sense of meaning at work. In Chapter 8 we dis-
cussed job design in relation to the use of functional teams, problem-solving teams,
cross-functional teams, and self-managed teams, which change and enrich the tasks
performed by employees. In this chapter, we further develop and extend these and
other job design concepts and issues.

Job design refers to the goals and tasks to be accomplished by managers and
employees, including expected interpersonal and task relationships. Job design 
occurs each time individuals are assigned work, given instructions, or empowered
to perform tasks and pursue goals. Formally or informally, customers, managers,
teams, or individual employees may change the tasks to be undertaken and how
they are to be done. Because both the tasks and the means for performing them can
change, managers need to know how to design and redesign jobs to make them as
motivating, meaningful, and productive as possible. Thus the needs and goals of
both the employee and the organization should be considered in the design of
jobs.2

COMMON JOB DESIGN APPROACHES

The job design approach at TNC gives employees the tools they need and uses their
competencies to provide high-quality products and efficient services to its cus-
tomers—closely approaching the ideal. Although the ideal isn’t always attainable, sub-
stantial improvements in job design that can benefit the customer, employee, and or-
ganization usually are possible with the use of one or more of the commonly used job
design approaches.

COMPARATIVE FRAMEWORK

Five of the most common approaches to job design are shown in Figure 15.1. The im-
pact dimension, on the vertical axis, is the degree to which a job design approach is
linked to factors beyond the immediate job, such as reward systems, performance ap-
praisal methods, leadership practices of managers, customer needs, organization
structure, physical working conditions, and team composition and norms—as well as
its likely effect on changes in effectiveness and quality. The complexity dimension, on
the horizontal axis, is the degree to which a job design approach requires (1) changes
in many factors, (2) the involvement of individuals with diverse competencies at vari-
ous organizational levels; and (3) a high level of decision-making competency for suc-
cessful implementation. In relation to Figure 15.1, the job design philosophy and
practices at TNC reflect high impact and high complexity.
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JOB ROTATION

Job rotation refers to moving employees from job to job to add variety and reduce
boredom by allowing them to perform a variety of tasks. As traditionally used, job ro-
tation is low in both impact and complexity because it typically moves employees
from one routine job to another. Maids International, a housecleaning service fran-
chise, uses job rotation with its four-person housecleaning teams by, for example, hav-
ing a maid clean the kitchen in one house and the bedroom in another.3 However, if
all the tasks are similar and routine, job rotation may not have the desired effect of
improving employee effectiveness and job satisfaction. For example, rotating auto-
mobile assembly-line workers from bolting bumpers on cars to bolting on tire rims
isn’t likely to reduce their boredom. However, job rotation may be of significant ben-
efit if it is part of a larger redesign effort and/or it is used as a training and develop-
ment approach to develop various employee competencies and prepare employees for
advancement.4 At times, it may be used to control the problem of repetitive stress in-
juries by moving people among jobs that require different physical movements.5

JOB ENGINEERING

Frederick W. Taylor established the foundation for modern industrial engineering
late in the nineteenth century. He was concerned with product design, process design,
tool design, plant layout, work measurement, and operator methods. Job engineer-
ing focuses on the tasks to be performed, methods to be used, workflows among em-
ployees, layout of the workplace, performance standards, and interdependencies be-
tween people and machines. Analysts often examine these job design factors by means
of time-and-motion studies, determining the time required to do each task and the
movements needed to perform it efficiently.6
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A cornerstone of job engineering is specialization of labor with the goal of
achieving greater efficiency. High levels of specialization are intended to (1) allow
employees to learn a task rapidly, (2) permit short work cycles so that performance
can be almost automatic and involve little or no mental effort, (3) make hiring easier
because low-skilled people can be easily trained and paid relatively low wages, and (4)
reduce the need for supervision, owing to simplified jobs and standardization.

Although traditional job engineering also can create boring jobs, it remains an
important job design approach because the resulting cost savings can be measured im-
mediately and easily. In addition, this approach is concerned with appropriate levels
of automation, that is, looking for ways to replace workers with machines to perform
the most physically demanding and repetitive tasks.7 The job engineering approach
often continues to be successfully used, especially when it is combined with a concern
for the social context in which the jobs are performed. One expert who advocates the
job engineering approach while involving employees in decisions about their jobs pre-
scribes the following “golden rules of work design.”

• Ensure that the end product/output of the work is clearly defined, unambiguous,
and fully understood by the employees.

• Ensure that the steps/tasks to be performed to achieve the required end prod-
uct/output are clearly defined in the appropriate sequence and are fully under-
stood by the employees.

• Ensure that the employees know and understand where their responsibility starts
and finishes in the work process.

• Ensure that the tools, facilities, and information needed to perform the work are
readily available to and fully understood by the employees.

• Ensure that there is a process whereby the employees can suggest possible im-
provements in the work design and exercise initiative in implementing them.

• Ensure that the employees are involved in the work design process.8

The Managing Change Competency feature on page 449 focuses on the conse-
quences of implementing a continuous improvement program for production work-
ers at the Westinghouse Air Brake manufacturing facility in Chicago, Illinois. The
program relied on the basic concepts of job engineering. Management claimed that
the changes introduced, while demanding of the employees, were necessary for the
plant to remain competitive.

JOB ENLARGEMENT

Job enlargement is expansion of the number of different tasks performed by an
employee in a single job. For example, one automobile assembly-line worker’s job
was enlarged from installing just one taillight to installing both taillights and the
trunk. An auto mechanic switched from only changing oil to changing oil, greas-
ing, and changing transmission fluid. Job enlargement attempts to add somewhat
similar tasks to the job so that it will have more variety and be more interesting. As
Figure 15.1 suggests, job enlargement is viewed as an extension of job engineer-
ing. However, it is more responsive to the higher level needs of employees by pro-
viding more variety in their jobs.9 Jeffrey Byrom and the other production employ-
ees at Westinghouse Air Brake indicated that the fast pace made the day go by
more quickly and that doing several tasks beat being stuck behind one machine 
all day.10

The job enlargement approach often has positive effects on employee effective-
ness. However, some employees view job enlargement as just adding more routine,
repetitive tasks to their already boring job. Other employees may view it as eliminat-
ing their ability to perform their jobs almost automatically. These employees may
value the opportunity to daydream about a big date that night or think about the up-
coming weekend. Others may simply prefer to spend their time socializing with
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coworkers. If an enlarged job requires greater attention and concentration than the
original job, most employees typically find it more interesting or challenging, but
some may view the added demands negatively. The importance of individual differ-
ences in attempting to anticipate or understand the reactions of employees to re-
designed jobs should not be underestimated.
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COMPETENCY:   MANAGING CHANGE

To learn more about the West-
inghouse Air Brake Company,
visit the company’s home page
at www.wabco-rail.com.

WESTINGHOUSE AIR BRAKE

Every 2 minutes and 26 seconds, a buzzer sounds over the heads of workers inside
Westinghouse Air Brake Company’s small factory. It signals that the conveyor that
carries parts down the line is about to move.

“If you don’t hustle, you surely won’t keep up,” says Jeffrey Byrom. Moving
between machines, Byrom is in continuous motion, lifting a finished part and put-
ting it on the moving conveyor. If he doesn’t feed the conveyor each time it moves,
he risks hindering the next worker down the line. Speed is just part of it. In tradi-
tional factories, workers often are assigned to run single machines, producing
many parts. Byrom’s job requires him to juggle the operation of three different ma-
chines simultaneously while also checking regularly for defects in finished items.
The idea is to fill every moment of his workday with only the most effective mo-
tions. The result is more efficiency.

By using the Japanese approach known as kaizen, which means “continuous
improvement,” Westinghouse Air Brake tries to get top performance from aging
plants such as this one. Owing to the combination of radically streamlined
processes and sheer speed, each worker on Byrom’s line now produces 10 times
more per day than in 1991.

From Byrom’s perspective, it’s no picnic. He works on a line that produces
“slack adjusters,” big pogo-stick-like devices used to keep the distance constant be-
tween the brakes and wheels on trains. His job is an elaborate juggling act. Oper-
ating in a tight U-shaped work area known as a “cell,” he first uses a big blue
metal-cutting device to shape both ends of a long bar, which he then puts into a
second machine that threads one end. Then, he places the bar in a third machine
that welds a metal ring onto it. He can’t just walk one piece at a time through the
operation and hope to keep up with the conveyor. Rather, he must zig and zag
among the machines, which run at different speeds, working on several pieces at
the same time.

Only if the line reaches its daily production quota do workers get a $1.50-an-
hour bonus. To make the quota, everyone in the factory has to pull together be-
cause the extra pay is awarded for overall production, not just the output of each of
the areas along the line. Management estimates that its goals are met about 5 out
of every 7 workdays.

When Westinghouse Air Brake started making changes at the plant, produc-
tion was spread out across a vast expanse of the factory floor. Workers produced
parts at machines and then wheeled them into warehouses or to other machines far
across the factory for further processing. The first improvement involved group-
ing machines so that workers no longer had to move parts as far or handle them as
much. Later, the conveyor was installed. Before its installation, workers loaded
parts on low carts, which they pushed up the line by hand. The conveyor was built
so that parts can be laid in baskets that hang from overhead at waist height, thus
minimizing bending and lifting.11



JOB ENRICHMENT

Job enrichment refers to the empowerment of employees to assume more responsi-
bility and accountability for planning, organizing, performing, controlling, and eval-
uating their own work.12 The job enrichment approach originated in the 1940s at 
International Business Machines (IBM). In the 1950s, the number of companies in-
terested in job enrichment grew slowly. However, successful and widely publicized ex-
periments at AT&T, Texas Instruments (TI), and Imperial Chemicals eventually led
to an increasing awareness of job enrichment and interest in this approach in the
1960s. The techniques used for enriching jobs often are specific to the job being re-
designed. We discuss enrichment techniques when we present the job characteristics
enrichment model later in this chapter.

SOCIOTECHNICAL SYSTEMS

The sociotechnical systems model focuses on organizations as made up of people
with various competencies (the social system) who use tools, machines, and techniques
(the technical system) to create goods or services valued by customers and other stake-
holders. Thus the social and technical systems need to be designed with respect to
one another—and to the demands of customers, suppliers, and other stakeholders in
the external environment. Because of its scope, sociotechnical systems are complex
and have an impact on the way work is performed throughout the organization. Re-
call the relationship of this model to the other job design approaches, as shown in
Figure 15.1. To a large extent, this model influences how effective an organization
will be. All organizations are sociotechnical systems, but all don’t necessarily reflect
the principles underlying this approach.

The goal of sociotechnical systems analysis is to find the best possible match be-
tween the technology available, the people involved, and the organization’s needs.13 A
crucial aspect of this approach is the recognition of task interdependence, which be-
comes the basis for forming teams. After teams have been formed, the specific tasks
to be performed by team members are considered, along with the relationships
among all these tasks. This approach has been applied most successfully—as has the
job enrichment approach—to industrial organizations.

The sociotechnical systems approach emphasizes the diagnosis of demands by ex-
ternal stakeholders (customers, suppliers, shareholders, regulatory agencies, creditors,
and others) and the internal adaptations needed to respond to those demands. From a
job design perspective, passage of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) in 1990
created one such demand for many U.S.-based organizations. The Managing Diver-
sity Competency feature on page 451 reviews the accommodations that Benteler Au-
tomotive Corporation made on behalf of Brian Capshaw so that he could continue to
work. Recall from Chapter 1 that one of the categories of diversity is physical abilities
and qualities—the variety of characteristics, including body type, physical size, facial
features, specific abilities or disabilities, and visible and invisible physical and mental
talents or limitations.

ERGONOMICS

Figure 15.1 doesn’t show all the job design approaches used by organizations. For ex-
ample, ergonomics focuses on minimizing the physical demands and risks of work.
This approach helps ensure that job demands are consistent with people’s physical ca-
pabilities to perform them without undue risk. It involves the design of aids (ranging
from hand tools to computer software to instruments) used to perform jobs.14

Consider the initiative by Dolby Laboratories at its Brisbane, California, manu-
facturing facility, which employs approximately 50 assembly workers. The plant pro-
duces digital cinema processors and sound equipment used in theaters. Although
about 90 percent of the electronic assembly is automated, repetitive handwork is still
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essential for some operations. “There’s some hand insertion of components and some
mechanical assembly,” production manager Marie Davies explained. In addition,
technicians do test work and some repairs by hand. Even though Dolby Laboratories
historically has had a low rate of reported carpal tunnel disabilities, Davies looked at
ergonomic tools and ergonomic training as part of an overall safety and health plan.
She assembled a tool team of assemblers who understood the requirement of using
the right tool for the right job to look at tools in the workplace. She also set up er-
gonomic training and instituted tool audits.16

JOB DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY

Technology refers to the techniques, tools, methods, procedures, and machines that
are used to transform objects (materials, information, and people). Employees use tech-
nology to acquire inputs, transform inputs into outputs, and provide goods or services
to clients and customers. Here, our discussion focuses on the concepts of workflow un-
certainty, task uncertainty, and task interdependence as they relate to job design. We
also present some examples of how various information technologies are being used to
implement these concepts. Recall the various ways that the work of individuals and
teams is being changed by information technologies, especially through groupware, the
Internet, intranets, e-mail, mobile phones, and the like (see Chapters 8, 13, and 14).17
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COMPETENCY:   MANAGING DIVERSITY

For more information on 
the Benteler Automotive 
Corporation, visit the 
company’s home page at
www.benteler.del/home.htm.

BENTELER AUTOMOTIVE CORPORATION

On his way to work at one of Benteler Automotive Corporation’s plants near South
Bend, Indiana, Brian Capshaw was in a severe accident that paralyzed him from the
waist down. Although he’s in a wheelchair, Capshaw isn’t confined. He coaches a
kids’ basketball team. He drives himself around in a hand-controlled van. And he
still travels the familiar route to Benteler, where he works as an accountant.

Capshaw’s injury was extraordinary and so were Benteler’s efforts on his be-
half. While he was still in rehabilitation, the company installed a wheelchair ramp,
three electronic doors, and an eye-activated water fountain and redesigned a bath-
room. The cost came to $30,000, all of it paid by CNA, the firm’s insurance com-
pany. His manager drove him to and from work every day until he was able to drive
himself.

Benteler’s and CNA’s willingness to go the extra mile was the humane thing to
do, but it also made good business sense. In Capshaw’s case, going back to work
was a realistic possibility, enabling Benteler to keep a valuable, productive em-
ployee rather than spend money to recruit and train a replacement. CNA was able
to keep its costs down, too. If Capshaw hadn’t returned to work, he would have
been eligible for long-term disability payments until he turned 65—money that
CNA would have had to pay.

Benteler and CNA obviously more than met the standard of reasonable 
accommodation. The ADA says that reasonable accommodation may include 
(1) modifying existing employment facilities to make them readily accessible to in-
dividuals with disabilities; and (2) making modifications such as job restructuring,
part-time or modified work schedules, reassignment to vacant positions, acquiring,
adjusting, or modifying equipment or devices, adjusting or modifying examina-
tions, developing new training materials or policies, providing qualified readers or
interpreters, and other similar accommodations.15

2. Discuss the linkages 
between job design 
and technology.

Learning Objective:



ROLE OF WORKFLOW UNCERTAINTY

Workflow uncertainty is the degree of knowledge that an employee has about when
inputs will be received and require processing. When there is little workflow uncer-
tainty, an employee may have little discretion (autonomy) to decide which, when, or
where tasks will be performed. For the most part, the production workers at an auto-
mobile assembly plant experience a low degree of workflow uncertainty. In fact, the
application of the job engineering approach in automobile assembly plants is intended
to minimize workflow uncertainty. 

Recall our discussion of the Westinghouse Air Brake plant in the Managing Change
Competency feature. Speed is crucial in this plant, but it isn’t the only focus on the line.
Rather, the emphasis is on what the managers call “single-piece flow,” or the idea that
they want to make products only at the speed necessary to meet customer demand.
That’s why the conveyor moves every 2 minutes and 26 seconds, which the managers
have calculated is the rate needed to produce the right amount currently. That rate
changes a couple of times a year to reflect shifts in customer demand. The ideal is for
each cell to finish a single part just before it must be put on the conveyor.18 There is little
workflow uncertainty for Jeffrey Byrom and the other production workers in this plant.

ROLE OF TASK UNCERTAINTY

Task uncertainty is the degree of knowledge that an employee has about how to per-
form the job and when it needs to be done. When there is little task uncertainty, an em-
ployee knows how to produce the desired results.19 Through extensive training and the
standardization of jobs, management typically attempts to minimize task uncertainty in
assembly plants. Again, there is a minimum of task uncertainty for Jeffrey Byrom and
the other production workers at the Westinghouse Air Brake plant. Paul Golden, the
plant manager, comments: “To be true to these ideas, you’re really supposed to dictate
everything.”20 In a strict kaizen plant, that would include everything from which knee
an employee is allowed to kneel on while doing a particular task to how far the em-
ployee should move his or her right arm to perform another task. Production workers
in a plant experience somewhat more task uncertainty if they work as teams to study
problems and refine procedures. At such a plant, teams often are asked to participate in
proposing continuous improvements, one of the elements in total quality management.

With high task uncertainty, few (if any) prespecified ways exist for dealing with
the job’s tasks. This condition means that experience, judgment, intuition, and prob-
lem-solving ability usually are required of the employee. Recall the Preview Case
about the Texas Nameplate Company. Virtually all its employees are engaged in some
tasks that involve moderate to high levels of task and workflow uncertainty. For ex-
ample, all employees are encouraged to submit proposals for new initiatives, and they
review progress on initiatives and goals monthly. Employees are given the flexibility
to respond quickly to unique customer requirements or complaints and changing
business needs. Teams of employees visit customer facilities to identify opportunities
for improving products and services.

COMBINED EFFECTS OF WORKFLOW AND TASK UNCERTAINTY

Figure 15.2 shows the main combinations of workflow uncertainty and task uncer-
tainty. Each of the four cells contains examples of jobs that fall primarily into each
category. However, be careful not to stereotype particular jobs by thinking of them
only in terms of a single position on the grid. Job redesign often modifies them and
changes their levels of workflow and task uncertainty. Managerial jobs—including
some top-management jobs—could range from the extreme upper right corner in cell
3 to closer to the center of the grid. Also, some jobs don’t fit neatly into a single cell.
For example, an auditor’s job at an accounting firm might generally be plotted some-
where in the middle of the grid.
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The sociotechnical system and job enrichment approaches generally increase
workflow uncertainty and/or task uncertainty. However, the assembly-line job shown
in cell 1 could be enriched but still be generally classified as a cell-1 type of job. Some
people who occupy cell-3 types of jobs could experience stress from too much work-
flow and task uncertainty (see Chapter 7).

ROLE OF TASK INTERDEPENDENCE

Task interdependence is the degree to which decision making and cooperation be-
tween two or more employees is necessary for them to perform their jobs. The con-
struction of the structural steel framework of a high-rise building involves a high de-
gree of task interdependence between the crane operator, ground crew, and assembly
crew in moving and joining the steel girders and beams.

The three basic types of interdependent task relations are pooled, sequential, and
reciprocal.21 Pooled interdependence is the ability of an employee (or team) to act
independently of others in completing a task or tasks. Most real estate agents, who of-
ten act as independent contractors within a real estate firm, use pooled interdepend-
ence to coordinate their activities.

Sequential interdependence is the need for an employee (or team) to complete
certain tasks before other employees (or teams) can perform their tasks. In other
words, the outputs from some employees (teams) become the inputs for other em-
ployees (teams). The sequence of interdependencies can be a long chain in some
mass-production activities. The Westinghouse Air Brake plant is an example of se-
quential interdependence.

Reciprocal interdependence means that the outputs from an individual (or
team) become the inputs for others and vice versa. Reciprocal interdependencies
are common in everyday life. Examples include (1) a family, (2) a basketball team,
(3) a surgical team, (4) a decision-making team, and (5) a class project assigned to a
small team of students. Reciprocal interdependence usually requires a high degree
of collaboration, communication, and team decision making, as illustrated in the
following Managing Communication Competency feature. It quotes David Berdish,
an organizational-learning manager at Visteon Automotive Systems, a parts-
manufacturing firm owned by the Ford Motor Company, on his experiences, 
approaches tried, and results obtained with the use of reciprocal interdependence. 
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Figure 15.2 Technology Framework and Job Design

Source: Adapted from Slocum, J. W., Jr., and Sims, H. P., Jr. Typology for integrating technology, or-
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INTERRELATIONSHIPS AMONG JOB DESIGN
AND TECHNOLOGY CONCEPTS

Task interdependence, workflow uncertainty, and task uncertainty must all be consid-
ered in job design. An increase in the use of pooled interdependence decreases the
amount of required coordination among jobs. Less coordination often means less se-
quential and/or workflow uncertainty for employees. New information technologies of-
ten change task interdependence, workflow uncertainty, and task uncertainty—either
reducing or increasing them for the employee. The specific impacts will be influenced
by how employees are expected to use the technology and whether higher management
uses the technology to empower employees or more closely monitor and control them.

JOB CHARACTERISTICS ENRICHMENT MODEL

The job characteristics enrichment model is one of the best known approaches to job
enrichment.23 Before reading further, complete the questionnaire in Table 15.1.

FRAMEWORK

The job characteristics enrichment model involves increasing the amounts of skill
variety, task identity, task significance, autonomy, and feedback in a job. The model
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DAVID BERDISH FOSTERS DIALOGUE

We had a program to encourage our suppliers to help us save money. If they came
up with a design or process idea that cut our production costs, we applied 50 per-
cent of the savings to their next bid. But we didn’t get any suggestions, and we
couldn’t figure out why. So we got the suppliers together during a 3-day learning
conference, and we asked them why they weren’t contributing. And guess what?
We were wrong—they had come up with plenty of ways to realize savings. But our
engineers were ignoring them—our people thought the suppliers were trying to
show them up. So we dug a little further.

We tracked the average time it took us to execute a change, once we’d made
the decision to move on it. The answer just floored us. It took 89 weeks! We calcu-
lated that 39 of those weeks were a direct result of people sitting on information or
refusing to share ideas. So the problem really wasn’t the suppliers, or even the en-
gineers. It was a whole chain of events in which people were driven by their own
agendas and politics, instead of concern for the customer.

A large number of misunderstandings come from people who do not have an
overall view of how their role—and other people’s roles—fit within the organization.
I’ve worked with engineers on getting them to do a better job of selling their proj-
ects to the finance group. We discuss how getting the go-ahead depends on showing
how your effort will cut costs or deliver returns. But some engineers didn’t even
know what the word “returns” means. Out of that discussion, the engineers finally
understood why the finance department asked for projections. Then they stopped
thinking of the finance people as enemies—and started seeing them as critical allies.

From there, we were able to stop the cycle in which engineers submitted in-
flated project budgets because they feared finance was going to cut funds, and fi-
nance would automatically cut funds because they assumed the numbers were in-
flated. Now, project budgets come in and they’re either approved or denied. But
the numbers are real, and both groups realize that they’re part of the same team.22
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Table 15.1

Source: Adapted from Sims, H. P., Jr., Szilagyi, A. D., and Keller, R. T. The measurement of job char-
acteristics. Academy of Management Journal, 1976, 19, 195–212.

Job Characteristics Inventory

Directions
The following list contains statements that could be used to describe a job. Please indi-
cate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each statement as a description of a
job you currently hold or have held, by writing the appropriate number next to the
statement. Try to be as objective as you can in answering.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Disagree Uncertain Agree Agree

This job . . .

1. provides much variety.
2. permits me to be left on my own to do my work.
3. is arranged so that I often have the opportunity to see jobs or projects

through to completion.
4. provides feedback on how well I am doing as I am working.
5. is relatively significant in my organization.
6. gives me considerable opportunity for independence and freedom in how I

do the work.
7. provides different responsibilities.
8. enables me to find out how well I am doing.
9. is important in the broader scheme of things.

10. provides an opportunity for independent thought and action.
11. provides me with considerable variety of work.
12. is arranged so that I have the opportunity to complete the work I start.
13. provides me with the feeling that I know whether I am performing well or

poorly.
14. is arranged so that I have the chance to do a job from the beginning to the

end (i.e., a chance to do the whole job).
15. is one where a lot of other people can be affected by how well the work gets

done.

Scoring
For each of the five scales, compute a score by summing the answers to the designated
questions.

Score

Skill variety: Sum the points for items 1, 7, and 11.
Task identity: Sum the points for items 3, 12, and 14.
Task significance: Sum the points for items 5, 9, and 15.
Autonomy: Sum the points for items 2, 6, and 10.
Job feedback: Sum the points for items 4, 8, and 13.

Total Score

Summary Interpretation
A total score of 60–75 suggests that the core job characteristics contribute to an overall
positive psychological state for you and, in turn, leads to desirable personal and work
outcomes. A total score of 15–30 suggests the opposite. We present additional interpre-
tative comments later in this section of the chapter.



proposes that the levels of these job characteristics affect three critical psychological
states: (1) experienced meaningfulness of the tasks performed; (2) experienced per-
sonal responsibility for task outcomes; and (3) knowledge of the results of task per-
formance. If all three psychological states are positive, a reinforcing cycle of strong
work motivation based on self-generated rewards is activated. A job without mean-
ingfulness, responsibility, and feedback is incomplete and doesn’t strongly motivate
an employee. Because of our previous coverage of motivation (see Chapters 5 and 6),
we focus here on the job characteristics and individual differences components of the
model. Figure 15.3 illustrates the elements of the job characteristics enrichment
model and their relationships.

JOB CHARACTERISTICS

Five job characteristics hold the key to job enrichment efforts in this model. They are
defined as follows.

• Skill variety—the extent to which a job requires a variety of employee compe-
tencies to carry out the work.

• Task identity—the extent to which a job requires an employee to complete a
whole and identifiable piece of work, that is, doing a task from beginning to end
with a visible outcome.
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• Task significance—the extent to which an employee perceives the job as having
a substantial impact on the lives of other people, whether those people are within
or outside the organization.

• Autonomy—the extent to which the job provides empowerment and discretion
to an employee in scheduling tasks and in determining procedures to be used in
carrying out those tasks.

• Job feedback—the extent to which carrying out job-related tasks provides direct
and clear information about the effectiveness of an employee’s performance.24

Skill variety, task identity, and task significance strongly influence the experienced
meaningfulness of work. Autonomy usually increases feelings and attitudes of personal
responsibility and empowerment for work outcomes. Job feedback gives an employee
knowledge about task results. This type of feedback comes from the work itself, not from
a manager’s performance appraisal. Refer back to Table 15.1 and your scores on each of
the job characteristics. A score of 12–15 for a job characteristic is likely to contribute pos-
itively to one or more critical psychological states. A score of 3–6 for a job characteristic,
in contrast, is likely to contribute negatively to one or more critical psychological states.

The job of surgeon can be used to further illustrate these points. This job seems
to rate high on all the key job characteristics. It provides a constant opportunity for us-
ing highly varied skills, abilities, and talents in diagnosing and treating illnesses. Task
identity is high because the surgeon normally diagnoses a problem, performs an oper-
ation, and monitors the patient’s recovery. Task significance also is high because the
surgeon’s work can mean life or death to the patient. Autonomy is high because the
surgeon often is the final authority on the procedures and techniques used. However,
the growing prevalence and threat of malpractice suits may have lowered the surgeon’s
sense of autonomy in recent years. Finally, the surgeon receives direct feedback from
the job, knowing in many cases almost immediately whether an operation is successful.

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES

The individual differences variable (see Figure 15.3) identified in this model influence
how employees respond to enriched jobs. They include competencies, strength of
growth needs, and satisfaction with contextual factors.25 These individual differences
have an impact on the relationship between job characteristics and personal or work
outcomes in several important ways. Managers therefore should consider them when
designing or redesigning jobs.

Competencies. Employees with the competencies needed to perform an enriched
job effectively are likely to have positive feelings about the tasks they perform. Em-
ployees unable to perform an enriched job may experience frustration, stress, and job
dissatisfaction. These feelings and attitudes may be especially intense for employees
who desire to do a good job but realize that they are performing poorly because they
lack the necessary skills and knowledge. Accordingly, assessing carefully the compe-
tencies of employees whose jobs are to be enriched is essential. A training and devel-
opment program may be needed along with an enrichment program to help such em-
ployees attain the needed competencies.26

Recall from the Preview Case that the Texas Nameplate Company fosters contin-
uous learning. The firm uses a variety of training methods, supplemented by tuition
reimbursement and other “back-to-school” incentives. The average employee re-
ceives 75 hours of training during the first 2 years. Much of it is delivered on a “just-
in-time” basis. About 1 in 10 workers is a “multipurpose employee,” trained in three
or more enriched jobs, allowing them to be moved to any area of the company that
needs assistance to meet fluctuating customer demand.27

Growth-Need Strength. The extent to which an individual desires the opportu-
nity for self-direction, learning, and personal accomplishment at work is called
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growth-need strength. This concept is essentially the same as Alderfer’s growth
needs and Maslow’s esteem needs and self-actualization needs concepts (see Chap-
ter 5). Individuals with high growth needs tend to respond favorably to job enrich-
ment programs. They experience greater satisfaction from work and are more
highly motivated than people who have low growth needs. High growth-need indi-
viduals are generally absent less and produce better quality work when their jobs are
enriched. Employee responses to enriched jobs usually range from indifferent to
highly positive.28

Satisfaction with Contextual Factors. The extent to which employees are satis-
fied with contextual factors at work often influence their willingness or ability to 
respond positively to enriched jobs. Contextual factors include organizational 
policies and administration, technical supervision, salary and benefit programs, in-
terpersonal relations, travel requirements, and work conditions (lighting, heat, safety
hazards, and the like). Employees who are extremely dissatisfied with their supe-
riors, salary levels, and safety measures are less likely to respond favorably to 
enriched jobs than are employees who are satisfied with these conditions. Other con-
textual factors (e.g., employee satisfaction with the organizational culture, power and
the political process, travel requirements, and team norms) also can affect employee
responses to their jobs.29

One controversial contextual factor is the growing use of electronic monitoring
of work through the use of computers, video cameras, and telephone technologies to
“listen in on” or “observe” employees as they perform their tasks. More than 15 mil-
lion employees in the United States are electronically monitored each day. Such
monitoring often occurs without employees being aware that it is taking place. In-
formation technologies are being used to monitor attendance, tardiness, work speed
(e.g., recording the number of computer keystrokes an employee performs per
minute or hour), break length and frequency, types of messages being transmitted on
computer networks, and the nature and quality of conversations with customers or
others, among other activities. Such intrusiveness raises serious ethical concerns,
which focus on the excessive invasion of privacy of employees while working, at or
away from the normal place of business, and a growing concern that “Big Brother is
watching.”30

JOB DIAGNOSIS

Various methods are used to diagnose jobs, determine whether job design problems
exist, and estimate the potential for job enrichment success. We limit our discussion
to two of these methods: structural clues and surveys.

Structural Clues Method. The structural clues method is the process of exam-
ining contextual factors often associated with deficiencies in job design. The presence
of five specific structural factors often suggests job design problems.

• Inspectors or checkers. Autonomy usually is reduced when inspectors or checkers,
rather than employees or teams, examine outputs. Feedback is less direct because
it doesn’t come from the job itself.

• Troubleshooters. The existence of troubleshooters usually means that the exciting
and challenging parts of a job have been taken away from employees or teams.
Thus they have less sense of responsibility for work results. Task identity, auton-
omy, and feedback usually are lessened.

• Communications and customer relations departments. These departments usually cut
the link between employees who do the job and customers or clients. They often
dilute direct feedback and task identity for those creating the products or serv-
ices. In contrast, recall the direct feedback from customers to the employees at
the Texas Nameplate Company.
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• Labor pools. On the surface, pools of word processors, computer programmers,
and other employees are appealing because they seem to increase efficiency and
the ability to meet workload fluctuations. However, such pools often destroy feel-
ings of task ownership and identity.

• Narrow span of control. A manager with only a few subordinates (say, five to seven)
is more likely to become involved in the details of their day-to-day tasks than a
manager with a wider span of control. Centralization of decision making and
overcontrol may result from too narrow a span of control and seriously reduce
autonomy and a sense of empowerment.

Survey Method. Several types of questionnaires, one of which is the job diagnos-
tic survey (JDS), make diagnosing jobs relatively easy and systematic.31 The ques-
tionnaire presented in Table 15.1 measures the job characteristics shown in Fig-
ure 15.3. You can develop your own job profile by using the totals on the scales in
Table 15.1, each of which has a score range of 3–15. You can calculate an overall
measure of job enrichment, called the motivating potential score (MPS), as follows.

MPS � � Autonomy � Feedback.

The MPS formula sums the scores for skill variety, task identity, and task significance
and divides the total by 3. Thus the combination of these three job characteristics has
the same weight as autonomy and job feedback. The reason is that the job character-
istics enrichment model requires that both experienced responsibility and knowledge of
results be present for high internal job motivation. This outcome can be achieved only
if reasonable degrees of autonomy and job feedback are present. The minimum MPS
score is 1, and the maximum possible MPS score is 3,375. A clearly positive MPS
score starts at 1,728, and a purely neutral MPS score is 729 (based on an average score
of 9 per scale). What is your MPS score? Use the results from your completed ques-
tionnaire to calculate it.

IMPLEMENTATION APPROACHES

Any one of five approaches, or a combination of them, may be used to implement a
job enrichment program. All need not be used in every job enrichment effort, nor are
they mutually exclusive. The two main approaches are vertical loading and the for-
mation of natural work teams. The other three—establishment of customer relation-
ships, employee ownership of the product, and employee receipt of direct feedback—
often are used within one of the two principal approaches.

Vertical Loading. Vertical loading is the delegation to employees of responsibili-
ties and tasks that were formerly reserved for management or staff specialists. Vertical
loading includes the empowerment of employees to

• set schedules, determine work methods, and decide when and how to check on
the quality of the work produced;

• make their own decisions about when to start and stop work, when to take breaks,
and how to assign priorities; and

• seek solutions to problems on their own, consulting with others only as necessary,
rather than calling immediately for the manager when problems arise.

Employees often schedule their own work after vertical loading, although a man-
ager may set deadlines or goals. Within these guidelines, employees are allowed some
freedom in setting their own schedules and pace. Flextime allows employees, within
certain limits, to vary their arrival and departure times to suit their individual needs
and desires and helps in self-scheduling of work. With the new information technol-
ogy capabilities (e.g., computer-based networks), an increasing number of jobs can be

Skill Variety � Task Identity � Task Significance
3
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performed, at least part of the time, at the employee’s residence, in hotels while trav-
eling, and at customer locations.32

Natural Teams. The formation of natural teams combines individual jobs into a
formally recognized unit (e.g., a section, team, or department). The criteria for the
groupings are logical and meaningful to the employee and include the following.

• Geographic: Salespeople or information technology consultants might be given a
particular region of the state or country as their territory.

• Types of business: Insurance claims adjusters might be assigned to teams that serve
specific types of businesses, such as utilities, manufacturers, or retailers.

• Organizational: Word-processing operators might be given work that originates
in a particular department.

• Alphabetic or numeric: File clerks could be made responsible for materials in speci-
fied alphabetical groups (A to D, E to H, and so on); library-shelf readers might
check books in a certain range of the library’s cataloging system.

• Customer groups: Employees of a public utility or consulting firm might be as-
signed to particular industrial or commercial accounts.

Customer Relationships. One of the most important concepts of job enrich-
ment is putting employees in touch with the users of their output. The establish-
ment of customer relationships often is a logical outcome if natural teams are
formed. Employees too often end up working directly for their superiors rather
than for customers or clients. Consider the approach used by Home Depot, a large
retailer primarily for residential fixer-uppers. Home Depot encourages employees
to build long-term relationships with customers. Employees are trained in home re-
pair techniques and can spend as much time as necessary to help customers. There
are no high-pressure sales tactics, and employees are on straight salary. In order to
satisfy customers consistently, the leadership of Home Depot believes that employ-
ees must be committed. Instead of receiving discounts on merchandise, employees
get shares in the company’s stock. Salespeople are trained not to let customers over-
spend. “I love it when shoppers tell me they were prepared to spend $150 and our
people have showed them how to do the job for four or five bucks,” says CEO
Bernard Marcus. He further states, “Every customer has to be treated like your
mother, your father, your sister, or your brother.”33 Home Depot was ranked No. 1
in innovativeness and No. 2 in getting and keeping talent in Fortune’s rankings of
most admired companies.34

Ownership of Product. Employees who assemble entire television sets or prepare
entire reports identify more with the finished products than do employees who per-
form only parts of the job. Allowing employees to build or service entire products or
complete entire tasks is likely to generate a sense of pride and achievement. The as-
signment of as much responsibility as possible in serving a certain geographic area
also may create the feeling of ownership.

Before being promoted, Roger Liwer served as the manager of the Bureau of
Motor Equipment in New York City’s Department of Sanitation. His unit repaired
garbage trucks and street sweepers in garages all over the city. When he became the
manager, labor strife had gripped the operation for years, morale was bad, and half
the vehicles were out of commission at one any time. Liwer began by breaking down
the chain of command. He gave a labor committee the power to institute new meth-
ods and procedures. With no one looking over their shoulders, the mechanics’ pro-
ductivity surged. The workers, mostly trade-school graduates from New York City’s
schools, took new pride in their department. They initiated steps to prevent break-
downs, instead of merely responding to those that occurred. Ultimately, the workers
were directly involved in choosing which equipment to purchase and helping their
equipment vendors, such as GM and FMC, modify their designs.35
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Direct Feedback. The job-enrichment approach stresses information to the em-
ployee directly from performance of the task. Reports or computer output may go di-
rectly to employees, instead of just to their managers. A common technique is to let
people check their own work so that they can catch most of their own errors before
others do. This technique also increases employee autonomy. Direct communication
with customers or clients also may improve the timeliness and accuracy of feedback,
thereby eliminating distortions and delays.

JOB CHARACTERISTICS AND TECHNOLOGY

We now merge the concepts of job design and technology—and the technology
framework (see Figure 15.2)—with that of the job characteristics enrichment model
(see Figure 15.3). To change one or more of the five job characteristics usually means
making changes in one or more of the three technological dimensions. To avoid ex-
cessive complexity, we consider only a basic job redesign situation wherein manage-
ment decides to use a combination of vertical loading and the formation of natural
work teams.

Vertical loading increases the amount of task and workflow uncertainty that em-
ployees must handle in redesigned jobs. Some of the changes caused by vertical load-
ing tend to increase pooled interdependence and decrease sequential and reciprocal
interdependence. For example, there is usually less need to obtain a quality control
specialist’s approval before proceeding with other tasks, which lessens sequential in-
terdependence. The formation of natural work teams has the most direct impact on
reducing task interdependence among departments or teams, with each team becom-
ing self-managed. All the criteria for forming natural work teams tend to increase
pooled interdependence and decrease sequential and reciprocal interdependence
among departments, teams, and higher levels of the organization.

Figure 15.4 shows the technological changes that are likely to accompany a job re-
design program involving vertical loading and the formation of natural work teams.
These changes, in turn, can be expected to lead to changes in job characteristics. In
brief, job characteristics and technological dimensions are closely and intricately linked.

SOCIAL INFORMATION PROCESSING

The job characteristics enrichment model is based on the assumption that employees
can respond reasonably, accurately, and objectively when asked about the characteris-
tics of their jobs. However, their perceptions of job characteristics may be influenced
by social information, which includes comments, observations, and similar cues pro-
vided by people whose view of the job an employee values. Social information may be
provided by people directly associated with the job (e.g., coworkers, managers, and
customers) and by people not employed by the organization (e.g., family members
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and friends). Some aspects of a job aren’t likely to be influenced by cues from others
(a hot work environment will be hot despite what anyone tells an employee). But most
of an employee’s perceptions of job characteristics are subject to the influence of oth-
ers with whom the employee has contact.36

Based on this perspective, the social information processing model states that
the individual’s social context provides

• cues as to which dimensions might be used to characterize the work environment;
• information concerning how the individual should weigh the various dimen-

sions—whether autonomy is more or less important than skill variety or whether
pay is more or less important than social usefulness or worth;

• cues concerning how others have come to evaluate the work environment on each
of the selected dimensions; and

• direct positive or negative evaluation of the work setting, leaving the individ-
ual to construct a rationale to make sense of the generally shared affective 
reactions.37

The importance of the social information processing model can be illustrated
with a simple example. Two employees at Microsoft performing the same pro-
gramming tasks with the same job characteristics under different managers could
respond differently to the objective characteristics of their jobs on the JDS. The
differences in perceived social information cues could account for some of the vari-
ation in the employees’ responses. For example, one manager may praise subordi-
nates a great deal, whereas the other manager may criticize subordinates repeat-
edly. The social information processing model suggests that receiving praise or
criticism could affect how employees respond to the JDS. An integrated perspec-
tive is more accurate than one or the other points of view. The integrative perspec-
tive suggests that (1) job characteristics and social information (cues) combine to
affect employees’ reactions to their jobs and (2) introducing changes in the work
environment can produce those reactions. However, the intricate and varied ways
that social information in the workplace can affect the perceptions of job charac-
teristics is beyond the scope of this discussion.38 To reduce possible distortions
caused by social information influences, the employees’ managers, and possibly a
trained job analyst, should also rate the characteristics of jobs being considered for
redesign.

The Managing Across Cultures feature on page 463 provides additional caution
about automatically generalizing all the features of the job characteristics enrichment
model to other cultural settings. It provides a summary of several key findings from a
study conducted in a Malaysian public health organization.

SOCIOTECHNICAL SYSTEMS MODEL

The sociotechnical systems model views organizations as entities with complex rela-
tionships within their social systems. This model emphasizes grouping jobs by team
when the reciprocal and/or sequential interdependence among jobs can’t be re-
duced.39 The use of pooled interdependence therefore tends to occur among teams
rather than among individual jobs. Use of this model involves vertical job loading to a
cluster of jobs within a team as a whole, rather than to each individual job. Manage-
ment can use the sociotechnical systems model to design work that integrates people
and technology and to optimize the relationships between the technological and so-
cial systems. When applied to manufacturing, the needed changes in technology
sometimes are too difficult and costly to make in an existing plant. Thus the so-
ciotechnical systems model more frequently works best in designing jobs for an en-
tirely new plant. Numerous organizations in Western Europe and North America, in-
cluding General Foods, GM, Weyerhauser, TRW, Rushton Mining, Volvo, and the
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Tennessee Valley Authority, have implemented sociotechnical systems projects. Al-
though successes have been reported, so have failures.

Figure 15.5 presents the sociotechnical systems model. It has four main parts: en-
vironmental forces, the social system, the technological system, and moderators. We
don’t review environmental forces (e.g., customers, suppliers, and regulatory agen-
cies) further in this model because of our detailed treatment of them elsewhere in the
book.

SOCIAL SYSTEMS

The social system of an organization comprises those aspects of its “human side”
that can influence how individuals and teams perform tasks and their attitudes toward
work and the organization. The social system factors shown in Figure 15.5 are dis-
cussed in other chapters. (In Chapters 8, 11, and 17, in particular, we present the main
elements and processes of work-related social systems.) For example, if employees
characterize their organization as one marked by distrust, backstabbing, and infight-
ing, the creation of self-managed work teams is likely to be counterproductive until
some degree of trust and cooperation can be established.
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JOB DESIGN IN THE MALAYSIAN NURSING CONTEXT

This study investigated the extent to which content task characteristics and infor-
mation cues from colleagues and supervisors influenced the level of job satisfaction
and organizational commitment of a Malaysian nursing staff. The study revealed
that the job content task dimensions of nursing had a negligible impact on job sat-
isfaction. However, feedback from others appeared to influence substantially the
nurses’ responses to their jobs. Most of the content and context task dimensions,
except for job feedback, favorably contributed to organizational commitment.
Moreover, the results suggest that societal values and attitudes affected the nurses’
reactions to their jobs.

One important implication is directly related to the design of jobs for nurses
in this culture. Implementation of strategies to achieve a quality health-care deliv-
ery system depends on the extent of employee innovation, accountability, self-
management, and leadership. The findings of this study suggest that management
training and education programs that lead to employee effectiveness are more
likely to be successful if they are integrated with the prevailing beliefs, values, and
attitudes of the workplace. The relative importance of a relationship-oriented job
design for the job satisfaction of Malaysian nurses was clearly demonstrated. Yet
Western literature has generally promoted the benefits of a task-oriented design to
improve effectiveness and job satisfaction and has even reported the lack of contri-
bution of the social dimensions to job satisfaction. In Western nursing studies, the
importance of autonomy or control has frequently been identified as vital for the
enhancement of job satisfaction.

In contrast, the work satisfaction for the Malaysian nurses was strongly linked
to the social fabric of the culture. A strong inference of these findings is that the
designers of training programs, and job redesign in particular, for Malaysian
health-care workers would be advised to consider local cultural conditions rather
than blindly applying the job design strategies and techniques that have been for-
mulated and used in developed Western countries.40



TECHNOLOGICAL SYSTEMS

Task uncertainty, workflow uncertainty, and task interdependence need to be diag-
nosed. These three technological dimensions are likely to vary with the type of pro-
duction process being used or planned. For example, utilization of an assembly line
or, alternatively, small units is an important technological characteristic. Different
production processes require different approaches to job design. In a process-
technology operation, such as an EXXON oil refinery, most work is automated.
The relatively few workers spend much of their time monitoring dials and perform-
ing maintenance tasks. By contrast, small-unit technologies—plumbing, appliance
repair, sales, and investment advice—involve relatively large amounts of labor to
achieve the required outputs.

Another technological characteristic is the physical work setting (amount of light,
temperature, noise, pollution, geographical isolation, and orderliness). For example,
if the workplace is too hot or noisy, employees may have difficulty performing tasks
that require intense thought and concentration.

Complexity of the production process also is an important technological charac-
teristic. Someone at Black & Decker might easily learn how to build an entire toaster,
but someone at GE’s Propulsion Division may not be able to learn how to build an
entire jet aircraft engine. The more complex the production process, the greater are
the degrees of task and workflow uncertainty and the requirements for reciprocal task
interdependence.

Other important technological characteristics are the nature of raw materials
used in production and the time pressure inherent in the production process. For ex-
ample, daily newspapers are published on a rigid time schedule. Bottlenecks must be
dealt with quickly, and employees must speed up their pace if production falls behind
schedule by even a few minutes.

MODERATORS

Work roles act as moderators in the sociotechnical systems model, establishing a
set of expected employee behaviors. Work roles define the relationships between
the people who perform tasks and the technological requirements of those tasks,
binding the sociotechnical systems to each other. The vision, goals, and values of
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an organization also moderate the relationship between the social and technical
systems. Recall in the Preview Case that the vision for the Texas Nameplate Com-
pany is to “become the recognized supplier of commercial nameplates in the
United States.” Seven key business drivers were noted, including customer satis-
faction, employee satisfaction, process optimization, and environmental conscious-
ness. A final moderator involves employee competencies. The sociotechnical sys-
tems model is most effective in an organization with a highly competent and
educated workforce.

CORE CONCEPTS

The degree to which an organization operates according to the sociotechnical systems
model can be assessed in terms of six core concepts, all of which are reflected in the
Preview Case.

• Innovation—Organizational leaders and members maintain a futuristic versus his-
torical orientation, including a propensity for risk taking and provision of rewards
for innovation.

• Human resource development—The talents, knowledge, skills, and abilities of orga-
nizational members are developed and tapped through job design, supervisory
roles, organizational design, and the workflow process.

• Environmental agility—The organization maintains awareness of the environment
and responds appropriately to it by recognizing customer importance, proactivity
versus reactivity, and product or service flexibility.

• Cooperation—Individuals, teams, and departments work together to accomplish
common goals through openness, mutual support, shared values, and common
rewards.

• Commitment and energy—Employees are dedicated to accomplishing organiza-
tional goals and are prepared to expend energy in doing so.

• Joint optimization—The organization uses both its social and technical re-
sources effectively, including the design of technology to support teamwork and
flexibility.41

The Managing Teams Competency feature on page 466 reports on the applica-
tion of the sociotechnical systems model at the Consolidated Diesel Company fac-
tory, a joint venture of Cummins Engine Company and J.I. Case Corporation, in
Whitaker, North Carolina. It is a 1.2 million-square-foot plant where 1,700 employ-
ees produce 650 engines per day in four different models, which can be configured in
any of 3,500 different ways. Recall from Chapter 1 that the managing teams competency
involves the ability to develop support, facilitate, and lead groups to achieve organiza-
tional goals. The use of self-managed teams is a core component in the sociotechnical
system at this plant.

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

The factors to be diagnosed in designing jobs under the sociotechnical systems
model are complex. The basic issues are the management philosophy and the values
that define the organization’s culture. Jim Lyons, the general manager at Consoli-
dated Diesel’s engine plant, reflected a philosophy of trust and values of openness
in his comments. Managers interested in improving both the social system and or-
ganizational effectiveness may find either the job enrichment or sociotechnical sys-
tems models to be appropriate. Managers interested only in production and effi-
ciency may concentrate on the job engineering, job enlargement, or job rotation
approaches.

Technology is a primary variable in job design. Some jobs cannot be enriched
without redesigning an entire operation. When changing a job is impossible, other
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CONSOLIDATED DIESEL’S ENGINE PLANT

Most plants average 1 supervisor for every 25 employees, but Consolidated Diesel
only has 1 for every 100 employees—a difference that yields a savings of about 
$1 million a year. Moreover, the plant’s injury rate is about one-fifth the national
average for the industry. Jim Lyons, the general manager, comments: “In the right
environment, people at all levels of an organization can make contributions. The
people who are closest to the work are the ones who typically understand that
work best.”

Consolidated Diesel has developed policies and practices in four key areas that
are consistent with the sociotechnical systems model. First, the company plays fair.
For example, when it comes to bonuses, everyone gets one or no one does. Fair-
ness is also evident in the plant’s schedule, which switches entire teams from a day
shift to an evening shift every 2 weeks.

Second, the company uses extensive cross-training. One day, a team member
might be doing quality inspection; the next day, that same person might be run-
ning a lathe. “When you do a job that somebody else has done, you have a lot more
respect for what that job involves,” says Richard Strawbridge, a veteran of the
plant, who works in electrical and mechanical maintenance. “That understanding
builds cooperation in a team.”

Third, Consolidated Diesel listens to its employees and involves them in com-
ing up with solutions to problems in the plant. For example, in a recent quarter,
customer demand was so high that the assembly and process teams had to work
huge amounts of overtime. Lyons comments: “We added a third-shift skeleton
crew, but there was only incremental improvement. Then we got our team leaders
involved, and they asked their teams, ‘How should we handle this?’”

The teams designed new schedules that allowed more flexibility. Shifts sud-
denly decreased in length from 9 or 10 hours to 8 hours—and no one was working
Saturdays anymore. Lyons states: “Sometimes the fact that it’s the team’s plan, and
not a plan dictated by management, means everything. The teams will make it
work.”

Fourth, the teams have responsibility that matters. For example, they hire—
and when necessary, fire—their own members. Strawbridge states: “The teams
solve a lot of our problems. When I came here, I realized that in other places
where I had worked, decisions had been made for me. Here I’m required to be in-
volved in the decision-making process.”

Lyons (like other managers at the company) takes an hour or two every day
to walk around the shop floor, the offices, and the lab. He comments: “You want
to remove all unnecessary barriers between management and the workforce.”
Lyons and other managers use other channels of communication as well. For 
example, Lyons divided the 1,400 production employees into 15 groups. He
meets with each group each quarter over a 2-day period. The groups are small
enough that he can elicit questions and comments from the production employ-
ees. When he is not able to give a response on the spot, he follows up in CDC
Wire, the weekly in-house newsletter, or on WCDC, the plant’s closed-circuit
television network. Lyons comments: “We share the good, the bad, and the
ugly. When good people are given good information, they typically make good
decisions.”42

COMPETENCY:   MANAGING TEAMS

To learn more about the 
Consolidated Diesel Company,
visit the home page of the 
primary parent company—
Cummins Engine Company—
at www.cummins.com.
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techniques (e.g., flextime) may soften the effects of a boring job. Moreover, new in-
formation technologies, especially those involving the Internet or robotics (in manu-
facturing), are being used increasingly to eliminate routine jobs and thus the need to
redesign them. Perhaps the best approach is to understand fully the various job 
design approaches and to use the approach or combination of approaches that best
fits the organization and employees. However, with an increasing segment of the
workforce, fewer and fewer employees are subordinates in the traditional sense, even
in fairly low level jobs. As Peter Drucker comments: 

Increasingly, they are knowledge workers. Knowledge workers cannot be managed
as subordinates; they are associates. They are seniors or juniors but not superiors
and subordinates. This difference is more than cosmetic. Once beyond the ap-
prentice stage, knowledge workers must know more about their job than their
boss does—or what good are they? The very definition of a knowledge worker is
one who knows more about his or her job than anybody else in the organization.43

CHAPTER SUMMARY

The most common job design approaches are job rotation, job engineering, job en-
largement, job enrichment, ergonomics, and the sociotechnical systems model. The
relative impact of these approaches on an organization varies significantly according
to the complexity of the situation and the amount of implementation required. Job
engineering includes traditional industrial engineering techniques that simplify a job
in order to make it more efficient. Job enlargement and job rotation seek to make
boring jobs interesting by adding variety. Ergonomics, one of several other ap-
proaches, was noted because of its importance in designing jobs to be consistent with
the health and safety needs of employees.

Three important technological factors in job design are task uncertainty, workflow
uncertainty, and task interdependence (pooled, sequential, and reciprocal). They must
be diagnosed in addressing job design alternatives and often are modified by manage-
ment in the redesign of jobs.

Job enrichment makes jobs more meaningful and challenging. The job characteristics
enrichment model focuses on modifying five job characteristics: task variety, task iden-
tity, task significance, autonomy, and job feedback. Usually, technological factors that
affect these job characteristics must be changed. The job enrichment approach is im-
plemented through vertical loading, formation of natural work teams, establishment of
client relationships, employee ownership of the product, and employee receipt of di-
rect feedback. Properly designed jobs often result in more satisfied and higher per-
forming employees. Individual differences must be considered in redesigning jobs be-
cause some people may not want enriched jobs or may not want to work in teams. Also,
some organizational or technological situations may not permit job enrichment.

The sociotechnical systems model focuses on integrating the organization’s social and
technical systems after careful diagnosis of the environmental forces acting on the or-
ganization. Three moderators—work roles, goals, and competencies—influence opti-
mization of the social and technical systems. Relative to the other approaches to job
design, it is the most complex and offers the greatest potential impact on organiza-
tion effectiveness as a whole. The six core concepts in this model are innovation, hu-
man resource development, environmental agility, cooperation, commitment and en-
ergy, and joint optimization.

4. Describe the sociotech-
nical systems model and its 
relationship to organizational
effectiveness.

3. Explain the job characteris-
tics enrichment model and 
its relationship to work 
motivation.

2. Discuss the linkages 
between job design and 
technology.

1. Describe and contrast the
common approaches to job 
design.
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KEY TERMS AND CONCEPTS

Autonomy Reciprocal interdependence
Contextual factors Sequential interdependence
Ergonomics Skill variety
Flextime Social information processing model
Growth-need strength Social System
Job characteristics enrichment model Sociotechnical systems model
Job design Structural clues method
Job diagnostic survey Task identity
Job engineering Task interdependence
Job enlargement Task significance
Job enrichment Task uncertainty
Job feedback Technology
Job rotation Vertical loading
Motivating potential score Workflow uncertainty
Pooled interdependence

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Review the Preview Case on the Texas Nameplate Com-
pany. What examples of the five job characteristics in the
job characteristics enrichment model can you identify?

2. Review the Managing Change Competency feature on
Westinghouse Air Brake. Which of the “golden rules” of
job design according to the job engineering approach are
illustrated in this feature?

3. Describe a current (or previous) job that you have held in
terms of workflow uncertainty and task uncertainty. Based
on this diagnosis, should the job be redesigned? Explain.

4. Based on the job diagnosed in Question 3, describe it in
terms of type and degree of task interdependency. Was the
task interdependency optimal for effective performance?
Explain.

5. Think of your typical classroom experiences over the 
period of a semester or term. What examples of pooled
interdependence, sequential interdependence, and recip-
rocal interdependence can you identify?

6. Describe your “job” as a student in relation to the five 
approaches for implementing a job enrichment program.
Which of these approaches do you use most often in your
student “job?” Should you change any of them? Explain.

7. How did social information processing influence your
perception of a recent job compared to the views ex-
pressed by a coworker holding the same or similar job?

8. Did the management of an organization you have worked
for apply the sociotechnical systems model in its approach
to job design for you and your coworkers? Explain.

9. Review the Managing Teams Competency feature on the
Consolidated Diesel Engine Plant. What applications of
the core concepts of the sociotechnical systems model can
you identify in this description?

10. Why might some managers and employees welcome the
sociotechnical systems approach to job design and others
oppose it?

DEVELOPING COMPETENCIES

Competency: Managing Change—Data Entry Operators44

Instructions: This exercise may be undertaken individually in
whole or part. For example, the “proposal” phase may be un-
dertaken individually and the “analysis phase” be undertaken by
a student team.

Current Situation

There are 25 data entry operators at the Associates First Finan-
cial Corporation Credit Card Division in Irving, Texas, who re-
port to one supervisor. Each day these operators enter a wide

variety of credit card data that is supplied by various customers,
departments, and teams. Some jobs are small, some much
larger, and some are more sensitive or critical than others.
Credit cards come with a payment due date. A due date remain-
der is prescheduled on a routine basis to meet the customer’s
requirements.

The work is supplied to the data entry operators by an 
assignment clerk. The assignment clerk looks at the work 
before giving it to the data entry operators to make sure that
it is legible. If it is not, this person gives it to the supervisor
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who returns the work to the originating department. The as-
signment clerk attempts to see that each operator gets exactly
one-twenty-fifth of the work even if this requires assigning
parts of the same job to different operators. Because of the ex-
actness of the work, each job is entered twice by different op-
erators and then verified through the computer to help keep
errors to a minimum. However, some errors are not discov-
ered until the finished job is turned out by the computer.
Turnover is more than 38 percent a year.

Proposal Phase

Some proposals listed below might result in improving work
performance. Read over the list and decide whether you would
or would not implement the proposal. Put an X in the appro-
priate space next to each of the items in the list. Next, rank or-
der the action you would take first and number it 1. Then pick
2, etc., and continue to do the same for the changes that you
think are necessary.

Would Rank 
Possible Changes Would Not Order

1. Make sure the forms from 
which the operators get 
their information are 
arranged in the best way

2. Let some data entry 
operators decide whether 
or not their work should be 
double entered and verified.

3. Do the work that has specific 
due dates first.

4. Train the assignment clerks 
on the PCs so they can 
help out when the workload 
is heavy.

5. Add another supervisor and 
split the group into two 
teams.

6. Have the data entry 
operators inspect the media 
they receive for legibility.

7. When errors are discovered, 
feed back the details to the 
data entry operator who 
made the error(s).

8. Have the data entry operators 
verify their own work.

9. Assign responsibility for 
entering a whole job to an 
individual.

10. Arrange for departmental 
contacts for certain 
operators.

11. Let some data entry 
operators schedule their 
own day.

12. Make sure that jobs for a 
particular team or account 
always go to the same data 
entry operator.

Analysis Phase

For each of the changes that you would make, identify the con-
cept in the job characteristics enrichment model that would be
enhanced by the specific change. For each of the changes that
you did not make, justify each decision through the use of one
or more concepts in the job characteristics enrichment model.

Competency: Managing Teams—GE’s Aircraft-Engine Assembly Facility

General Electric’s aircraft-engine assembly facility in Durham,
North Carolina, has 170 employees, but just one plant man-
ager. Paula Sims had been the manager until recently. Sims has
moved on and was replaced by Colleen Athans. Three teams of
employees were involved in interviewing Athans and the other
candidates.

The jet engines are produced by nine teams of people—
teams that are given just one basic directive: the day that their
next engine must be loaded onto a truck. All other decisions—
who does what work; how to balance training, vacations, over-
time against workflow; how to make the manufacturing process
more efficient; how to handle teammates who slack off—are
made by team members.

Everyone knows how much money everyone else makes.
Employees are paid according to their skills. There are three
grades of jet-assembly technician at this plant—tech-1, tech-2,
and tech-3—and there is one wage rate for each grade. There
is no conventional assembly line. One team “owns” an engine
from beginning to end—from the point when parts are un-

crated and staged to the moment a team member climbs on a
forklift to place the finished engine on a truck for shipment.
The members of the team do the jobs that interest them. No
one ever does the same job shift after shift, day after day. There
is usually choice—and there is always variety.

The plant has no time clock. Workers leave to go to their
kids’ band concerts and Little League games. Every technician
has an e-mail address and Internet access, voice mail, business
cards, and a desk shared with one teammate. The plant man-
ager sits in an open cubicle on the factory floor: Engines move
by, just 20 feet away. In an engine that weighs 8.5 tons and has
10,000 parts, even a nut that weighs less than an ounce must be
installed to a very specific tightness. Every part is tightened
with a torque wrench. Some parts are so vital, and so sensitive,
that a computer is used to tighten the nuts that attach them to
the engine. And after each step, a technician takes responsibil-
ity by entering his or her initials on a computer terminal.

The employees who work at this plant try to make perfect
jet engines. And they come close. On average, one-quarter of
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the engines that GE/Durham sends to Boeing have just a single
defect—something cosmetic, such as a cable not lined up right
or a scratch on a fan case. The other three-quarters are, in fact,
perfect. That is one big reason why Boeing, in a vote of confi-
dence, recently chose a new version of the GE90 as the exclusive
engine for its new, long-range 777 jetliner. For the new 777s,
which will be able to fly 10,000 miles without refueling, the
GE90 will be the only engine—and only GE/Durham makes
the GE90.

AT GE/Durham, there is no cynicism about the drive for
perfection. “It matters,” says Bill Lane, a tech-2. “I’ve got a 
3-year old daughter, and I figure that every plane we build en-
gines for has someone with a 3-year-old daughter riding on it.”

At GE/Durham, virtually every team decision is made by
consensus. Consensus is another of the founding principles of
GE/Durham. It is so ingrained that technicians have turned
consensus into a verb. The people at the plant routinely talk
about “consensing” on something. Duane Williams, a tech-3,
comments:  “Everybody doesn’t see things in the same way. But
we’ve had training on how to reach consensus. We’ve had train-
ing on how to live with ideas that we might not necessarily
agree with. All the things you normally fuss and moan about to
yourself and your buddies—well, we have a chance to do some-
thing about them. I can’t say, ‘They’ don’t know what’s going
on, or, ‘They’ made a bad decision. I am ‘they.’ ”

Everyone learns to assemble different parts of the engine.
“Multiskilling is how the place is kept together,” says Derrick
McCoy, a tech-3 and a friend of Duane Williams on Team
Raven. (The teams came up with names for themselves.) “You
don’t hoard your skills. That way, when I’m on vacation, the
low-pressure turbine can still be built without me.”

In addition to building engines, everyone serves at one
time or another on one of several work councils that cut across
team lines. The councils handle HR issues, supplier problems,
engineering challenges, computer systems, discipline, and re-
wards. And everyone participates in training—from sessions on
how to give and receive feedback to advanced classes on cost
accounting.

GE/Durham has a continuous-feedback culture. “We call
this the feedback capital of the world,” says Paula Sims—mean-

ing that although in one sense it’s true that no one here has a
boss, the opposite is also true. “I have 15 bosses,” says Keith
McKee. “All of my teammates are my bosses.” No one is ex-
empt. “Not long after I started here,” says Sims, “an employee
came to me and said, ‘Paula, you realize that you don’t need to
follow up with us to make sure we’re doing what we agreed to
do. If we say we’ll do something, we’ll do it. You don’t need to
micromanage us.’ I sat back and thought, ‘Wow. That’s so sim-
ple. I’m sending the message that I don’t trust people, because I
always follow up.’ I took that to heart. This was a technician,
and I had been at the plant less than 30 days. I appreciated that
he felt comfortable enough to tell me this. And I thought, ‘This
really is a different place.’”

At GE/Durham, job candidates are rated in 11 areas.
“Only one of those involves technical competence or experi-
ence,” says Keith McKee, 27, a tech-3 on Team Raven. “You
have to be above the bar in all 11 of the areas: helping skills,
team skills, communication skills, diversity, flexibility, coaching
ability, work ethic, and so forth. Even if just one thing out of
the 11 knocks you down, you don’t come to work here.” To see
how candidates cooperate, they are interviewed in groups and
given group tasks. Each team includes technicians who have
been trained as “assessors,” and they do the interviewing. Both
the team and the plant manager have to agree—to “con-
sense”—on the hiring of a new team member.45

Questions

1. For the GE/Durham facility, identify examples of the 
five job characteristics that are key to the job enrich-
ment model.

2. What examples of the implementation approaches to job
enrichment are evident in the GE/Durham facility?

3. Use Figure 15.5 to describe the GE/Durham facility as an
application of the sociotechnical systems model.

4. What are three of limitations on using the GE/Durham
version of the sociotechnical systems model in all 
organizations?
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